[Demonstration by iron overloading study and HLA genotyping of recessive transmission of idiopathic haemochromatosis in two pseudodominant pedigrees (author's transl)].
We studied iron overloading and HLA genotype in two families with overt forms of idiopathic haemochromatosis in two successive generations. In each family the spouse of the patient with overt haemochromatosis in the first generation had clinical and laboratory signs of moderate iron overload and a HLA haplotype A3, B14 and A3, B7 respectively--which is frequently associated with the haemochromatosis gene. This specific HLA haplotype had been transmitted to the second generation patient with overt disease, which thus could be considered as having received a haemochromatosis gene from each parent. Although the finding of cases of overt disease in successive generation firstly suggests a dominant transmission the genetical analysis of these families lead to further strong argument in favour of recessive inheritance of idiopathic haemochromatosis.